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Broadband Strategies Handbook (World Bank Publications)World Bank Publications, 2012

	The world is shifting from narrowband to broadband. Services that were only available in the form of static, text-based websites a decade ago are now offered in full-motion, high-definition video. A whole new generation of Internet entrepreneurs is ready to take their ideas to the stock market.


	Nevertheless, a gap remains between...
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Tissue EngineeringCRC Press, 2007

	Increasingly viewed as the future of medicine, the field of tissue engineering is still in its infancy. As evidenced in both the scientific and popular press, there exists considerable excitement surrounding the strategy of regenerative medicine. To achieve its highest potential, a series of technological advances must be made. Putting the...
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Mechanisms of Angiogenesis (Experientia Supplementum)Birkhauser, 2005

	Is it advisable to go back from bedside to the bench? During the last decade, few topics encountered such a broad interest in bio- gy and medicine as angiogenesis. The amazing ability of the body to restore blood flow by induction of blood vessel growth as part of an adaptive process has alarmed physicians dealing with diseases in which...
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An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms (Complex Adaptive Systems)MIT Press, 1998

	Science arises from the very human desire to understand and control the world. Over the course of history, we

	humans have gradually built up a grand edifice of knowledge that enables us to predict, to varying extents, the

	weather, the motions of the planets, solar and lunar eclipses, the courses of diseases, the rise and fall...
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Cognitive Radio Technology (Communications Engineering)Newnes, 2006
Cognitive radio technology is a smarter, faster, and more efficient way to transmit information to and from fixed, mobile, other wireless communication devices. Cognitive radio builds upon software-defined radio technology. A cognitive radio system is 'aware' of its operating environment and automatically adjusts itself to maintain desired...
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Pattern Recognition in Medical ImagingAcademic Press, 2003
Medical Imaging has become one of the most important visualization and interpretation methods in biology and medecine over the past decade. This time has witnessed a tremendous development of new, powerful instruments for detecting, storing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying medical images. This has led to a huge growth in the application of...
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Data Hiding Fundamentals and Applications: Content Security in Digital MultimediaAcademic Press, 2004
Multimedia technologies are becoming more sophisticated, enabling the Internet to accommodate a rapidly growing audience with a full range of services and efficient delivery methods. Although the Internet now puts communication, education, commerce and socialization at our finger tips, its rapid growth has raised some weighty security concerns with...
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Higher Self Esteem and MoreTrafford Publishing, 2007
Higher self esteem and more is a process of uplifting growth. You do not only understand how to become more comfortable and stronger within yourself, but you also learn how to effectively apply these new manifesting ideas in all the areas of life you want to succeed in. Therefore an opportunity is now presented to unlearn those negative patterns...
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Fitness for Geeks: Real Science, Great Nutrition, and Good HealthO'Reilly, 2012

	

	This inquisitive and highly useful book shows the hacker and maker communities how to bring science and software into their nutrition and fitness routines.

	

	The digital age has made a big splash with new web-connected gear in the sports/fitness world. Fitness for Geeks covers many of these new self-tracking...
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The Economics of Speed: Machine Speed as the Key Factor in Productivity (Lecture Notes in Production Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This is the first book to examine the “nuts and bolts” of production processes. It proposes a truly consilient approach to modeling production processes – one that goes beyond the vague principles found in standard economics – and provides details that are consistent with the applied mechanics and engineering...
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IT Project Portfolio ManagementArtech House Publishers, 2004
While consulting for a large company’s information technology (IT) department, I was asked to help find a way to better manage the various IT projects that were spread among all of its business units. The executives wanted me to research tools that would help them prioritize the projects so they would know which ones were healthy contributors...
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Managing IT/Community Partnerships in the 21st CenturyIGI Global, 2002
Universities are increasingly being asked to play a  greater role in their communities. With the growth of the technology  industry and the increasing importance of the Internet in education  and everyday life, academic IT departments are beginning to form  partnerships with both non-profit and for-profit organizations in the  local community....
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